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Very interesting work investigating the potential use of atmospheric quantities mea-
sured at a met mast to improve very-short-term predictions of wind speed from 10 min
to 3 hr ahead using machine learning. The relevance of different input feutures in isola-
tion and combined is quantified showing significant error reductions with quantities that
can be easily extracted from conventional mast measurement campaigns making the
study particularly useful for implementation in operational tools. The testing method-
ology is convincing only requiring some clarifications. In particular, the selection of
the input averaging interval of 5 min requires additional motivation. Have the authors
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tested different input intervals to see the impact in the error reduction?

Comments:

Page 4, line 7: Can you elaborate further on how wind speed data is stationary? Is this
tested at the prdiction timescales (10 min - 3hr)? I would also expect wind speed to be
subject to seasonal and diurnal variability. Please clarify.

P5, L28: I’m curious why are you not using the Obukhov length (or z/L)? Isn’t it a more
commonly used parameter to characterize stability? You may want to motivate this
selection even though from the results of Figure 6 it seems that stability parameters
are not that important in the improvement of forecasts.

P7, L28: How are sonic measurements corrected for tilt? What is the interval used
when deriving the fluxes? Is it equal, shorter or longer than the 5-min interval used
in the moving average? This is just to know if 5-min is the actual filter in the data or
if the data already came with a longer averaging time. This could also be relevant to
understand the potential impact of this filter in the performance at 10 min prediction
horizon (Figure 3).

P8, Figure 2: The map is difficult to read. It would be better to show a elevation contour
plot where we can read the relative heights. I don’t think it is necessary to provide an
illustration of the mast levels if they are described in the text.

P8, L8: You end up using 5-min averaged data to build predictive models with prediction
horizonts at 10 min, 1 hour and 3 hours. You previously mentioned that these are
single-step forecasts. Wouldn’t you have to use input data that is averaged at the
same interval than the forecast step (e.g. use 3-hour moving averages to predict 3
hr ahead)? Or do you forecast {10min, 1hr, 3h} ahead based always based on 5-min
data? If the latter is true, please clarify why not using a consistent interval between
input and prediction data or, alternatively, how dependent are the results to the chosen
interval in the time series.
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P10. Figure 4: One may wonder how a Persistance-RF model would work. This might
be a good result to include in the paper so that you can just isolate the impact of
RF from that of the forecasting model to make the results more generally applicable.
Maybe you get to the same conclusions with a simpler model.

P8. L11: How is the flux Richardson calculated between 100-20 m? Isn’t it a local
quantity derived from a sonic level? Is it the mean value between the two levels?
Please clarify.
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